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HI Silkie,

Sorry for the delay – please find below the updates response as requested.

1. How many facial recognition alerts were there during the deployment in Hull docks on 
13th and 14th June?       66
Of these alerts, how many were:
1a. True positive matches of members of the public?                                  0
1b. True positive matches of police staff ('blue list')?                                   66       

1c. False positive matches of members of the public?                                 0
1d. False positive matches of police staff ('blue list')?                                  0
1e. How many true positive alerts led to interventions?                               N/A
1f. How many false positive alerts led to interventions?                               N/A

2. How many facial recognition alerts were there during the deployment in Stratford on 
28th June?              19
Of these alerts, how many were:
2a. True positive matches of members of the public?                                  0
2b. True positive matches of police staff ('blue list')?                                   14 

2c. False positive matches of members of the public?                                 5

2d. False positive matches of police staff ('blue list')?                                  0

2e. How many true positive alerts led to interventions by police?                      N/A
2f. How many false positive alerts led to interventions by police?                     1
2g. How many true positive alerts led to interventions by local security staff? N/A   
2h. How many false positive alerts led to interventions by local security staff?          0 

Thanks

Jen

Jen Powell| Information Manager | Information Rights Unit | Strategy & Governance | METHQ | 

Metropolitan Police Service

Telephone 020 7230 3005 | Email Jennifer.Powell@met.police.uk

Address: Information Rights Unit, PO Box 57192, London, SW6 1SF 

Consider our environment - please do not print this email unless absolutely necessary.
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NOTICE - This email and any attachments may be confidential, subject to copyright and/or legal privilege 
and are intended solely for the use of the intended recipient. If you have received this email in error, please 
notify the sender and delete it from your system.  To avoid incurring legal liabilities, you must not distribute or
copy the information in this email without the permission of the sender. MPS communication systems are 
monitored to the extent permitted by law.  Consequently, any email and/or attachments may be read by 
monitoring staff. Only specified personnel are authorised to conclude any binding agreement on behalf of the
MPS by email. The MPS accepts no responsibility for unauthorised agreements reached with other 
employees or agents.  The security of this email and any attachments cannot be guaranteed. Email 
messages are routinely scanned but malicious software infection and corruption of content can still occur 
during transmission over the Internet. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication are solely 
those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS). 

 

Find us at:

Facebook: https://m.facebook.com/metpoliceuk 

Twitter: @metpoliceuk
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